
Accelerate Your Cloud Journey, Reduce Risk & Gain Efficiency 
with a Proven AWS Control Tower Service Delivery Partner

We help customers maximize Control 
Tower’s potential by building to the 
AWS Built on Control Tower (BoCT) 
technical specifications within two 
defined frameworks: 

• Customizations for AWS Control 
Tower (CfCT) 

• AWS Control Tower Account 
Factory for Terraform (AFT) 

Enterprise Migrations 
with AWS Control Tower
Accelerate your cloud journey with GlobalLogic, 
an Advanced AWS Partner with the AWS Service 
Delivery designation for AWS Control Tower.

www.globallogic.com                      twitter.com/globallogic                      facebook.com/globallogic                      info@globallogic.com

GlobalLogic has earned the AWS Service 
Delivery designation for AWS Control 
Tower in recognition of our success in 
designing and building enterprise-grade 
solutions for customers.

Drawing on our significant experience 
building Control Tower for enterprise 
customers, we leverage proven templates 
and automation to provide you with a 
safe, secure environment tailored to your 
needs in an efficient manner.

GlobalLogic is an 
AWS Advanced 

Consulting Partner 

20+
years of digital product 
design and engineering 

experience

50+
AWS customer 

launches

We Lay a Foundation of Best Practices, Then Customize to Your Unique Needs 

30,000+
skilled employees 

in 18 countries



How can we  
help YOU?

www.globallogic.com                      twitter.com/globallogic                      facebook.com/globallogic                      info@globallogic.com

Leverage GlobalLogic’s 
deep digital product engineering 

expertise and AWS experience 
to transform and modernize your 

business and its offerings.

Customizable Enterprise AWS Control Tower Services

Get in touch with the GlobalLogic team today 
and let’s explore your AWS Control Tower 
needs: aws-advisory@globallogic.com

Set up, govern, and secure a multi-account AWS environment with centralized logging integration, 
monitoring, and billing systems in line with AWS Well-Architected Framework best practices. We make it 
possible with AWS Control Tower as a Service.

Discovery Design Build Migrate>> >> >>

GlobalLogic deploys a multi-disciplinary pod to 
support and execute the configuration of your 
Control Tower service. Our team works seamlessly 
with yours to ensure a successful handover to 
operational service.

Key deliverables from our Build phase lay the 
groundwork for best practices and regulatory 
requirements, ensuring your organization has a 
uniform, replicable, and automated procedure to 
expedite delivery and deployment.

We develop bespoke solutions to address your 
organization’s unique needs, then migrate current 
AWS accounts into the new Control Tower 
environment. Finally, we facilitate knowledge 
transfer sessions with operational teams for 
ongoing success.

The design and provisioning of cloud-native 
platforms for your enterprise business 
requirements come with a great many challenges 
that are key to your success, including:

Security | Compliance | Self-service access  
Operations | Cost Management  

Change management

GlobalLogic’s AWS Control Tower Discovery & 
Design service deeply analyzes your requirements 
through interviews and workshops with key 
stakeholders, then leverages our previous 
experience and repeatable best practice designs. 

You receive Design Documentation tailored to 
your organization’s unique needs to support your 
AWS Control Tower build.


